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In ‘Make It Stick: The Science of Successful Learning’
Paul C Brown et al share an example of a college
student who achieved a D grade in a test and did not
understand why:
“How is that possible, I attended all lessons, took diligent
notes, read the text and highlighted the critical passages?”
When the student, however, was asked how he studied
for the test he explained he had gone back and
highlighted his notes and reviewed them several times
until he felt he was fully familiar with it.
The student saw himself as a diligent student BUT the
truth is he did not know HOW TO STUDY EFFECTIVELY.
Had he….
• Tested himself using past exam
papers or questions in the book?
• Looked at the concept and been able
to define it, use it in a paragraph?
• When reading thought of converting the text
into a series of questions and then later trying
to answer them while he was studying?
• Rephrased the main idea in his
own words as he read?
• Tried to relate them to what he already knew?

This issue of the Teaching and Learning Bulletin
will explore research into how to acquire effective
study skills to further support student learning
and confidence in preparing for linear examination
success. “No matter what you may set your
sights on doing or becoming, if you want to be a
contender, it is mastering the ability to learn that
will get you in the game and keep you there.”

So let’s consider
the facts:

1. Re-reading, massed practice and cramming are
among the least productive strategies.
2. The amount of study time is NO measure of
mastery.
3. Repetition by itself does not lead to good long term
memory. People commonly believe that if you expose
yourself to something enough times you can burn it
into your memory – much research, however, turns
this on its head.
4. The fact you can repeat the phrases in a text is no
indication that you understand the significance of the
precepts they describe, their application or how they
relate to what you already know about the subject.

Studies have discovered:

• Some kinds of difficulties during learning help to make the learning stronger and better remembered
• When learning is easy it is often superficial and soon forgotten
• Not all intellectual abilities are innate. In fact when learning is “effortful”, it changes
the brain, making new connections and increasing intellectual ability.
• You learn better when you wrestle with new problems before being
shown the solution, rather than the other way around
• To achieve excellence in any sphere, you must strive to surpass your current level of ability.
• Striving, by its nature, often results in setbacks, and setbacks are often what provide
the essential information needed to adjust strategies to achieve mastery

The illusion of mastery is an example of poor metacognition: what we know about
what we know. Being accurate in your judgement of what you know and do not
know is critical for decision making. Students who do not quiz themselves tend to
overestimate how well they have mastered class material.

Self-quizzing

Self-quizzing is about retrieving knowledge and skills from
memory and is far more effective than simply re-reading.
When you read a text or study notes, pause periodically to
ask questions – without looking in the text – such as:
• What are the key ideas?
• What terms or ideas are new to me?
How would I define them?
• How do the ideas in this text relate
to what I already know?

You should set aside time every week to quiz yourself on
the current week’s work and the material covered in prior
weeks. Once you have self-quizzed, check your answers
and make sure you have an accurate understanding of
what you know and what you don’t know. Know that making
mistakes will not set you back, so long as you check
answers later and correct any errors.
You should space out retrieval practice. This means
studying information more than once and leaving
increasingly large gaps between practice sessions. Initially,
new material should be revisited within a day or so then
not again for several days or a week. When you are feeling
more confident about certain material, quiz yourself on it
again.
Interleave the study of two or more topics so that alternating
between them requires you to continually refresh your
memories of each topic.
Testing helps calibrate our judgements of what we have
learned and where we need to focus to bring up our
mastery. In virtually all areas of life you build better mastery
when you use testing as a tool to identify and bring up
your areas of weakness. You need to think of testing as
practicing retrieval of learning from memory – testing is a
tool for learning.

Generation

Generation is when you attempt to answer a question or
solve a problem before being shown the answer or the
solution. The act of filling in a missing word (the close
test) results in better learning and a stronger memory of
the text than simply reading the text. Before reading new
class material, identify/explain the key ideas you expect
to find and how you expect these ideas will relate to your
prior knowledge.

Reflection

Reflection involves taking a moment to review what has
been learned.

Ask questions such as:
• What went well? What could have gone better?
• What other knowledge or experience
does it remind me of?
• What might I need to learn in order
to achieve better mastery?
• What strategies could I use next
time to get better results?

Calibration

Calibration is achieved when you adjust your judgment
to reflect reality – in other words, you become certain
that your sense of what you know and can do is accurate.
Often when we revise information, we look at a question
and convince ourselves that we know the answer, then
move on to the next question without making an effort to
actually answer the previous one.
If you do not write down an answer, you may create the
illusion of knowing when in fact you would have difficulty
giving a response. You need to remove the illusion of
knowing and actually answer all the questions even if you
think you know the answer and that it is too easy.
Use quizzes and tests to see whether you know as much
as you think you do. Check your answers in tests, and
focus your studying effort on the areas where you are not
up to scratch.

Other study skills:

• Anticipate test questions during lessons.
• Read about or research the topic you are studying before the lesson. When reading convert the text into a series
of questions and then later try to answer them while you are studying. Rephrase the main ideas in your own words
as you read. Your teacher may quiz you in the next lesson on the learning objectives from the assigned reading.
• Review study guides, finds terms you can’t recall or don’t know and learn them.
• Copy key terms and their definitions into a notebook. Regularly test yourself on them.
• Copy out key concepts and regularly test yourself on them.
• Take practice tests to discover which concepts you do not know and make a point to relearn them.
• Reorganise class material into a study guide of your own.
• Immerse yourself in your learning – this is also proven to improve your retention e.g. Stick learning and revision
resources onto your bedroom walls and ceiling; use of technology e.g. creating videos to teach others, verbal
recordings of work or cues, use screen displays; teaching others; create games and enjoy learning with others
e.g. Articulate, Pictionary, “I went to the market place and bought”, Snakes and Ladders, Flashcard Challenge.
• Space out revision and practice activities.

Shamim Khan

FURTHER TIPS TO HELP YOU STUDY

BETTER

Further tips to help you study better
• Create desirable difficulties by using tests frequently.
Design study tools that make use of retrieval
practice, generation and elaboration. If you use
flashcards, do not stop quizzing yourself on the
cards that you answer correctly a couple of times.
Continue to shuffle them into the deck until they are
well mastered. Anything you want to remember must
be periodically recalled from memory.
• Plan for “free recall”, whereby you spend 10 minutes
(maybe done in the lesson or at home/ in a study
period) filling a blank piece of paper with everything
you can remember from the lesson. You have to
sit for 10 minutes and stick it out. At the end of 10
minutes you can go to your class notes and find out
what you remembered and what you forgot. You
then need to FOCUS ON THE MATERIAL YOU
FORGOT. What you get from this exercise should
also guide the questions you ask in the next lesson.
• Set yourself a weekly task where you create
summary sheets (perhaps a side of A4) on which
you summarise the previous week’s learning in
text, annotated illustrations, or graphical organisers
(e.g. mind maps, concept maps, memory palaces).
The purpose of this task is to stimulate retrieval
and reflection, and to capture the previous week’s
learning before it is lost.
• Return to concepts covered earlier in the term.
Space, interleave and vary the topics covered
in your revision so that you frequently have to
“reload” what you already know about each topic
in order to determine how new material relates
to, or indeed differs from, prior knowledge.

Remember...
Creating some kinds of difficulties during the
learning process helps to strengthen learning and
memory because when learning is easy it is often
superficial and soon forgotten.
Most successful students are those who take
charge of their own learning and follow a simple
but disciplined strategy. Significant learning is
often, or even usually, somewhat difficult. You will
experience setbacks. These are signs of effort, not
failure. Setbacks come with striving, and striving
builds expertise. Effortful learning changes your brain,
making new connections, building mental models,
increasing your capability. The implication of this is
powerful: your intellectual abilities lie to a large degree
within your own control.
Does knowing this therefore not make the difficulties
worth tackling? Do you need to change something in
your study habits?

Shamim Khan
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High Potential Students
How can we get the best out of them?
Challenge the ‘nature vs nurture’ myth, and make pupils
experiment with thinking of practical ways to develop
their own learning. Thinking maps are an excellent way
of getting pupils to think about the ‘thinking’ behind their
learning or tasks they are given. In an ideal world, our
pupils would have a wide and developed understanding
of all the thinking maps and their purposes and be able
to choose the right map for the task. Once these ideas
are embedded, pupils learning will become more organic
and enquiry based: they will know HOW to work their
way around a problem/task/challenge and become more
independent as a result.
With this in mind, try encouraging the following concepts
with your pupils from the START. Only then will the idea of
‘practice’ really work.

Step 1: Learning is biological like weight lifting; the more
you practise, the more your muscles will grow. Similarly,
when we are learning the nerve cells in our brains grow.
Repetition will help. Repeating a pattern or process
ensures that neurons grow and connect.
Step 2: Slow down! Practise a process at each stage
at a slower rate. This will help students to perfect their
technique and really think about the stages involved. It
also ensures that concepts are being applied correctly.
Step 3: Practise applying learning in different contexts.
For example, try a different question, or
a different text. This will help to ensure
that what has been learnt transfers from
the short term to the long term memory
store.
Why don’t you try it?

Lisa Hamilton

Have you ever flicked back through an exercise book and seen the
same repeated comments followed with soul numbing certainty by
the same repeated mistakes?
Maybe it’s time to dig some DIRT?
That is...
‘Dedicated Improvement and Reflection Time’.
So what is DIRT exactly?

Using

DIRT

According to Jackie Beere this is:
“…properly trained peer assessment or self-assessment where students
measure their progress against the original objective in mini plenaries
and think about how they have learned – what worked and what didn’t.
They spend time on improving their work, amending it and responding to
feedback”.
These are just a couple of ideas and tips for embedding DIRT as
standard practice in your lessons:
Dialogue – Talking to students is key. Relying just on
repeated written feedback is no guarantee that pupils read
your comments, so find time within lessons to speak to
pupils on how they can improve their work.
High Expectations – Not only should the teacher have
high expectations on the students, but the students should
also place high and realistic expectations on themselves.
Keep a focus on Learning Targets – Avoid overloading
with too many steps for improvement. Make steps
challenging, manageable and achievable.
Scaffolding – This method of teaching (developed by
Lev Vygotsky) involves providing support to pupils to
help learn new concepts. As the skills are developed, the
support from the teacher is gradually removed, allowing
tasks to be completed with less assistance.

as a Learning
Journey

Target Feedback – Marking. A job all teachers love!!!
Make it matter, and reduce the responsibility on the
teacher. ‘Make the time to review feedback within
the classroom routine as it will help focus minds on
improvement.
Review your Marking – Check through pupils books
regularly looking to see whether they have progressed
within the last couple of months. Is your feedback and
other assessment strategies making an impact?
Celebrate Mistakes – We learn from our mistakes.
Encourage pupils to correct your spelling errors
(deliberate or not!), and highlight common mistakes in a
supportive way.
Make the Time – Managing the time, allowing for DIRT
time is going to be a challenge, but an essential part all
activities. Discipline yourself to stick to timings to ensure
this reflective, supportive and important process is done
in as many lessons as possible – build it into your routine.
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Monitoring Student Understanding
During the Teaching Process

Assessing Student Learning...

Monitoring student understanding during a lesson
when students are discovering, processing,
discussing and asking questions is just as important
as diagnosing where they are before you begin
teaching.

Assessment takes place at the end of the lesson or
during key intervals throughout the lesson to measure
what students have learnt. Putting a Thinking Map on
a test or assigning a thinking map as a final product
or during mini intervals can be beneficial to both
students and teachers.

Asking students to construct maps during a lesson helps
you get very specific feedback quickly so that you can
make adjustments to your lesson while students are
learning.
Asking students if they understand or if they have any
questions is not always a reliable way to get feedback
about their understanding. Waiting to the end of the
lesson to assess what students have learnt is often too
late to make the necessary adjustments to your lesson.
“Seeing” their thinking during the lesson is one of
the most powerful ways to use Thinking maps for
assessment.
Some suggestions for using Thinking Maps for
Assessment or monitoring of student understanding
during the lesson could include:
• Asking students to take their notes in a map
allows you to quickly check for understanding
• Stopping your lesson at an important point and
asking students to work alone in pairs or small
groups to construct a map showing what they
understand about what you are teaching
• Showing students a video and asking them to
record the important points they heard onto a map
• Asking students to plan their writing using a
variety of maps and then sharing their ideas
with a partner or small group before taking the
information off the map and into a piece of writing
Some students require that you scaffold their processing
during teaching so you may need to differentiate the
map assignments to different groups. For example one
group could be given a Tree Map with the names of the
categories identified, another group could be told their
Tree map needs three categories but not be told what
they are, while yet another group could be given the Tree
map and told to create it from scratch. Differentiating the
maps during lessons will target each level of learner.

• For students who struggle with writing, a map
can be used to assess the content they know.
• For teachers a map is easy to assess
because they are visual and organised.
• But remember you must first establish the
assessment criteria to be used to assess the map.
The following example could be used as an assessment
framework:
1. The student demonstrates a very simplistic level of
understanding of content and /or shows a limited effort
2. The students attempts the task and has demonstrated a
basic grasp of the content and information
3. The student is actively engaged with thinking about the
content and is beginning to integrate and initiate new ideas.
4. The student is strategically synthesising information
with a focus on organising central ideas and details for
meaningful applications.
5. The student demonstrates a deeper understanding of
knowledge by recognising multiple interpretations and
implications of the content.

Using Thinking Maps for
Student self –assessment
Circle Map – define in context, brainstorm
Bubble Map – Describe, name the qualities
Double Bubble Map – compare and contrast, similarities
and differences
Tree Map – classify or sort, main idea and supporting details
Brace Map – structural analysis, whole to part components
Flow Map – Sequence, order steps in a process
Multi-flow map – Cause and effect, impact, outcomes
Bridge Map – see relationships, analogies

Shamim Khan

Written feedback must have three overriding aims:

CLOSING THE

G

A

P

PROMPTS

1. To enable the teacher to celebrate the work and achievements of
the student in relation to the learning objectives that were set
2. To identify the next steps a student might take in order to
consolidate or to improve their performance in relation to the
assessment criteria
3. To provide information or data will enable students; parents
and teachers monitor learners’’ progress against personal targets,
standards or criteria.

Type of Written Feedback
A. Praise or confirmation

B .Encouraging or seeking greater focus or
development

C. Correction or explanation

D. Challenging or redirecting

E. Seeking explanation
F. Asking for reflection or self-evaluation
G. Scaffolding Prompts : these give specific advice on
how to improve the original answer helping students to
extend their understanding
H. Reminder prompt: this asks for more detail, they
work well with students that can work independently
but for those that require support they need to be
accompanied by scaffolding and examples

I. Example prompts: these take longer to write because
they make suggestions, offer information or even give
the student a choice of actual words.

Examples

“ I was pleased with the way you…You reached this stage
because you were able to …”
“So far so good. You have shown me….Now you need to
go further and ……..”
“You have misunderstood this point. The reason why…..”
“All your comments are accurate and well made. To
achieve a distinction however, you would need to …”
“Can you please explain to me:
1) Why….
2) How….

“ I want you to ask yourself the following questions:
If….then
Why….how….where else….

‘Re-do this problem. You could try…’
Write a more interesting end to the story. You could
consider…’
‘Your solutions are all correct, but a bit brief.’
‘Explain why you think this.’
‘You need to present your graphs more clearly’

‘Try to describe the setting, for e.g.: the house was dark
when we went inside, and very quiet because…’
‘Look at the multiplication table and highlight the facts you
know very well and find ways to work out the ones you do
not know so well, e.g. what facts would help you work out
7x8?’

Points to bear in mind when feeding back...

• The comments should relate to the stated learning aims. I.e. there is little point in focusing
feedback on ‘presentation’ of data if the learning aims were related to analysis. Attempts to
mark or correct everything will usually lead students to learning nothing from the feedback
• Critical comments should be expressed carefully. Demoralised students
are unlikely to respond positively even if the criticism is valid.
• Constructive not destructive criticism with clear guidance for ways forward is more likely to lead to
improvements.

Time should be found to act upon the guidance. (DIRT) If the feedback requires the student to do something (as in
points E or F in the table above) little will happen unless both teachers and students expect it to be done and time is
found for this to happen.
• There should be a clear expectation that learners will read and respond to
written feedback in purple pen ( Grades/marks can often act as a disincentive
as students become fixated on the mark rather than the comment )
Teachers should recognise that some feedback will be ineffective in written form and that on some occasion’s
dialogue is better. A “please talk to me about this comment “followed by individual or small group tutorial will be more
effective with some students.
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SUCCESS FOR ICT
AND COMPUTING
In the summer exams of 2015 our department increased
our results overall. A significant development was in
the GCSE results. Year 11 GCSE Computing increased
from 36% A*-C grades in 2014 to 94% A*-C grades in
2015. Year 11 GCSE ICT increased from 62% A*-C grades
in 2014 to 71% A*-C grades in 2015. Overall our results
exceeded the national average for GCSE and A Level.
Our KS3 curriculum has changed from ICT to Computing;
combining Computer Science and ICT in the new
curriculum. This vital development has given our students
a variety of skills that they are utilising as they progress
through the key stages.
Where possible we ensured that we had one teacher per
class; so all classes had a primary teacher for each class.

We did practice simulations of controlled assessments
to prepare students for the skills that they needed to be
successful on the controlled units. As a department we put
on support sessions for different groups of pupils based
on our internal data. We made a departmental tracker that
analysed the data from controlled assessment. We used
this to target groups of students that need further support
and intervention.
We also used support periods to work with small groups
of students within curriculum time. As a department we do
all that we can to motivate students. As staff we frequently
make ourselves available during in lunch and after school.
Through effort from the students, support from the staff;
combined with a well-planned strategy the results greatly
improved.

Jas Rai (Head of Department)

Golden nuggets
for memory retention:
• Teaching and learning tips:
• Good routine to lessons
• Safe learning environment (students not afraid to mistakes)
• Use of HOT questioning to encourage
understanding rather than just skills knowledge

More maths specific tips:

• Mini assessments to identify gaps in knowledge
• Use starter to recap and fill gaps in knowledge
• Regular re visiting of topics covered – in maths
we have a whiteboard Wednesday lesson, which
recaps the main topics assessed in exams
• Use of homework’s to not only assess work
currently being covered, but also the odd
question to assess work covered previously

Sarah Park
& Nick Cherrington

USING SOCRATIVE
APP WITH YEAR 12
SOCIOLOGY
As this is my first year teaching year 12 I have been
able to experiment with the group using a range of
activities, this has also been helped by the fact that
the students now all have their own iPad. The topic
that they have been covering is research methods
in Sociology. There was a lot of buzz about them
getting their iPad so I thought it would be a good
idea for them (and me) if I could incorporate them in
to the lesson.
I was introduced to an app called Socrative which
allows me to create quizzes to use as an efficient
assessment tool within my lesson, giving me instant
feedback from all students within the class. I created
the quiz with a range of different questions including
multiple choice, true or false and questions where I
could write a specific answer in myself. The students
then had to open the Socrative student app and add
themselves to my “room” using the code I was given
when I signed up to Socrative teacher. They then had
to enter their name which allowed me to ensure that
everyone in the class was participating in the quiz.
The students had a lesson on research methods and
the advantages and disadvantages of using particular
methods. I had a quiz ready for them to do part way
through the lesson and then again at the end (the quiz
at the end had some different questions added to it).
This allowed me to see the progress students made.
The students seemed excited to be using their iPad
and most of them already had the app pre-installed
for them. I had the option to be able to dictate the
pace of the quiz but I decided to allow the students
to move through the questions at their own speed
and this worked well as it created another element of
competition (as well as the actual quiz itself).

A problem that I encountered was that when the
students were answering the questions where I had
typed a specific answer, unless their answer was
worded in exactly the same way as mine, their answer
was been flagged up as being incorrect. This was a
problem as the students’ answers were in fact correct,
they just hadn’t answered them in the exact words I
had used. Taking this in to consideration, I have since
only used multiple choice or true and false questions.
Whilst the students were taking the quiz I projected
the class list on the board which showed who had
answered which of the questions. There is the option
to show the list and whether they had answered
correctly or not but I felt that this may embarrass some
of the students and those who were unsure about an
answer could have just copied the correct answer from
someone else.
Once the students had completed the quiz I went
through the answers with them. On my iPad I could
see who had answered which questions correctly and
who hadn’t, which allowed me to direct my questioning
accordingly whilst we were feeding back. Those
students that had answered correctly were used to
explain any misconceptions that the other students had.
Apart from the fact that the students enjoyed doing the
quiz via the Socrative app there is also a feature which
allowed me to request a report to be sent to me via email.
This was in the form of a spreadsheet with the name
of each student, the questions and whether they had
answered correctly or not. This was then used to inform
my planning for the starter task during the next lesson
and meant that I could differentiate depending on the
areas where students had made mistakes.
When using the Socrative app again in the
future I will consider setting
the pace at which the
students can answer the
questions, just to ensure
that they are taking time to
think about the answers
rather than focussing on
rushing through them
and being the first to
complete the quiz.

son

Jo Wil

Photosynthesis at A-level standard requires
students to recall, understand and then apply
a challenging sequence of biochemical events.
Usually, finding a suitable strategy for the initial
learning is quite difficult and students struggle,
often mixing it up with the biochemical sequences
of the respiration process or missing out important
events. In the past, using mnemonics such as Story
Chaining appear to have some success.
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The possible Solution

Adobe Voice is a free iPad app that allows people
to record their voice and make simple videos
for enhanced impact. Currently in school, it is
used by members of the MFL department to
teach students French vocabulary. Since the
6th form students have access to their own iPad,
the intention was for students to use this app in
biology to create their own Story Chaining or actual
biochemical sequences to enhance recollection
and understanding of Photosynthesis.

The Pedagogy

A simple Adobe Voice video was created and
shown to the students in the last 10 minutes of the
first lesson. They then had the second lesson to
create their own videos either singly or as a pair,
then upload it on the school’s VLE.

The Response

The students took to this idea very enthusiastically
and started to create their own videos. The voiceovers ranged from inventive stories to reading out
of the book and the pictures also ranged similarly.

The Reflection

The limitations of this exercise was timing and
depth of knowledge required. A number of videos
had a slow and superficial start and some were
not completed within the hour. In hindsight, the
students, needed stronger guidance on time
management and depth required.

The Aftermath

Since this initial use and subsequent discussion in
departmental meetings, this app has been used
with success in other A-level Biology lessons as
well as Physics and greeted well by both students
and teachers alike. Students have also presented
their videos to teach peers in subsequent lessons.

Dr Jane Richardson
50% Found it useful for identifying weaknesses
in their understanding
80% Found it a useful tool for revision
100% found it a worthwhile experience!

USING ADOBE VOICE TO
ENHANCE LEARNING

The Background

Foldover Sequence Map
Thinking skills maps are frequently utilized in lessons to
encourage higher order thinking. These maps can be
further manipulated to engage boys in a lesson.
As an example, in a recent year 11 lesson on the stages
of cell division (mitosis), I instructed pupils to create a flow
sequence to show the order of the stages.
Rather than producing a simple flowchart in their exercise
books, pupils were asked to create an accordion fold
booklet (see figure 1). Six sides were produced by folding
the paper, and each side was used to add information in
the form of pictures and labels.
A sequence was gradually formed that showed the stages
of mitosis. Such a resource is personal to the pupils and
can be deployed as a useful revision tool.

Competition and teamwork can be combined in this
activity, as well getting students to move around the
class-room in order to engage them in the lesson.
The scavenger hunt involves a list of clues or
questions that need to be solved to under-stand
a particular concept. I have used the
scavenger hunt in several lessons to
teach scientific concepts, but in general,
a scavenger hunt can be adapted and
applied to all subjects.
To illustrate how a scavenger hunt can be
employed in a class, I will describe a year
10 biology lesson where I was teaching
how glucose levels are regulated in the
body. Different areas of the classroom were
labelled as different organs of the body.

What strategies can be used to engage boys
in the classroom?
To help raise achievement in boys we must consider
the strategies in the classroom, that ensure they will
remain engaged throughout a lesson. A few are listed
below:
1. Competitive games especially those that boys
can relate to. TV shows or computer games can be
incorporated into a lesson. Link this with teamwork for
full participation.
2. Creating a resource which boys can personalize &
visualize. Examples include a flip book, 3D model or
top trump cards.
3. Practical activities that involve boys moving around
or experiments in a lab.
Independent learning where they are given the
opportunity to research and understand concepts for
themselves.
4. Problem solving exercises such as mathematical
questions, case studies or open-ended questions.

ACTIVITIES THAT
ENGAGE BOYS IN
THE CLASSROOM

In each area was a resource for the pupils
to access. These resources included books,
leaflets, information sheets or an iPad/laptop.
Pupils were grouped into teams of three and
told that the winning team would be the first to
suggest how glucose levels are controlled.

Figure 1. A flow sequence map
made by accordion folding a
sheet of paper. The 6 sides can
be used to add information.
More folds create a longer
sequence, if required.

The groups were given an A3 sheet to complete,
which had on it some questions that related to
the organs. Pupils needed to visit the different
organs (areas in the class). Using the resource at
each organ, they needed to find the answer to the
questions on their A3 sheet.
Once they identified and answered the question, each
group moved onto the next organ. Eventually each team
had gathered sufficient information to help them piece
together the clues to identify glucose regulation by the
body.
The scavenger hunt not only helped to answer questions
but the trail that pupils followed around the room was used
to illustrate how glucose itself moves around the body. The
advantage of teamwork meant that all students, especially
boys, were engaged throughout the lesson.

Naheed Ahmed

I T ’ S AB
There are so many strategies, pedagogies and CPD
opportunities that can help us all be better teachers. But
there are days, when a brief look in the mirror will reveal
those tell-tale red-rimmed eyes and provoke the thought
- “a good night’s sleep, a bit more time – that’s what will
me make me better at my job today”. Now, don’t get me
wrong – my teaching has improved as I have learned
about thinking skills, Kagan structures, meta-cognition
and a whole host of other strategies, but at the end of the
day, it’s me in front of the class and if I’m suffering from
brain fatigue then the quality of my teaching is suffering.
Is this how we make sure our learners get the best
possible education?
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Detailed Marking and Feedback
Spoken word.

There are always some key pieces of work that would
benefit from very close and detailed marking or even a
one to one tutorial. Can you imagine over twenty students
all needing different detailed feedback? How can you
ensure that every student gets their fair share of your time
and receives the same quality of feedback? One form of
feedback that takes a little practice, but can be incredibly
In this article I’ve drawn together some hints and tips that I
detailed
and efficient is to use audio podcasts.
hope save you time. From managing email to efficient marking
and feedback and using eLearning to help learners support
themselves. I’d be over-stating the case if I claimed that you’ll “What does this involve?” I hear you ask. As with any
unfamiliar process, it won’t necessarily seem easy at first –
reach the end of the next half-term feeling as refreshed as
and
there are lots of ways to get there.
you did at the start of September. However, I truly believe that
a little investment of time now, learning something new, can
First – we need to get over hearing the sound of our own
save a lot of time later on. It’s about time: focus on our most
voices
– trust me – when you listen to yourself on the
important teaching resource – ourselves.
podcast, that’s how the students hear you!
Second – don’t re-record a section because you
Email
hesitated or said ‘ummmmm’. The idea is to save time – so
Reading and sorting new emails, looking for an important
message that you received last month or looking for evidence no, it won’t sound like a Shakespearian soliloquy (worry if
it does!)
that you really did send that data, are all processes that can
Third – don’t over plan what you are going to say. Be
take up a lot of time in an already busy day. If you use an
confident. You are an expert on the topic in front of you.
email client such as Outlook there are some simple things
you can do that make sure that some of this work is done for You know what sounds right and what does not. You
know when the work meets an Assessment Objective or
you.
a particular level criteria. Simply tell the student what you
like about their work, what needs to be kept and question
• Set up folders to manage emails.
the work when it needs developing, just like we do when
Can’t find that email about Performance Management
speaking directly to our pupils.
you got last month? Spending a few moments to set
Fourth – remember to include a summative comment and,
up folders for topics and content that you receive from
where appropriate, attainment level.
colleagues can save a lot of time and stress at a later
Fifth - the important stage is how you share the feedback
date. It’s usually a case of clicking and dragging mail to
with the students. Either using your local intranet or an
the relevant folder as the mail comes in – ready to read
online VLE, get your students to access and listen to their
at a later date – and easy to find with a couple of clicks.
feedback – and to action your spoken targets as they
Here’s a useful tutorial on how to manage folders in
listen. Make sure they pause the podcast between targets.
Microsoft Outlook.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dl-k1vTmm4E
• Automatic email folder management.
Do you receive regular emails that have a common
keyword in the subject line or are always from a
particular colleague? Outlook and other email clients
can detect key words or senders and file away emails
in your folders for you. This means that your emails
are organised by key topics as they come into your
inbox. For example, you could assign all emails
with PM in the title to go straight to a Performance
Management folder you have set up earlier.

Will it work?

Although it doesn’t always work for every student, my
experiences consistently demonstrate a positive response.
Learners appreciate the individualised feedback and often
compare it to the quality of a one to one tutorial. More
importantly, I find that students of varying abilities engage
with each target thoroughly and work through their text
systematically whilst listening to the podcast. They think
about what you say and take time to address the questions
asked and targets set.

When and where should I use this
strategy?

Podcast feedback can work in a range of contexts. It can
support coursework and exam preparation, analysis or
creative production; apply it to any work that you would
normally mark in detail. Student responses to podcast
feedback usually result in positive impacts both in and out of
the classroom. However, when a class group first receives
this type of feedback, it may be useful for them to experience
it in a classroom setting (make sure you have the IT
resources available for playback!) Any questions or concerns
they have over this ‘new experience’ can then be addressed
as they work. A classroom setting also provides the high
advantage of allowing the teacher to work with individuals or
small groups whilst the rest of the class is focused on their
podcast.

Now imagine that your class, prior to lesson has
watched a topic-relevant video and completed a simple,
self-marking, five question quiz. The quiz results can
immediately identify what support and differentiation might
be required next lesson. Well-pitched flipped learning
will mean that most of the class will be secure in their
understanding, which means the lesson can be used
to support application of concepts, analysis, evaluation
and creation (Anderson’s Thinking Taxonomy) – meaning
that students get to a useful, formative assessment point
sooner.

Does it really save time?

After practice, I tend to find that a two to three minute podcast
takes about five minutes to create. A class of A Level exam
essays might take 100 minutes. How long would it have taken
to produce the same level of detail in writing?
Make sure you stay focused. It’s easy to get carried away
and produce a long podcast – in this case the point is to save
time and make sure your learners don’t have to listen to you
for too long!

Helping them Help Themselves

Flipped Learning
Flipped learning posits the idea that ownership of certain
tasks is ‘flipped’ to be the responsibility of the student, prior to
the lesson; they can come to the lesson equipped with some
knowledge, opinions and even assessed. The classroom
teacher then ‘blends’ the flipped content with the classroom
lesson.

How might this save time?
The cycle of planning, teaching and assessment is at the
core of what we do and takes up the bulk of our time. We
plan, we teach, we collect the work, we assess, we plan
again, we teach, we assess, we hope more of them ‘get it’
this time...

So where exactly has time been saved? Good flipped
learning reduces the amount of planning and re-planning
of content to meet learners’ needs and is likely to increase
the number of learners who achieve the desired learning
outcome on their first go. This is possible as the teaching
of the first lesson in the cycle is already responding to
learner needs and focused on addressing the more
challenging areas of Anderson’s Taxonomy (application,
analysis and evaluation). If a greater number of students
are achieving the required level of understanding then
the planning, delivery and re-assessment of learner
knowledge is reduced.

What Next?

Should we all spend this week learning how to manage
our emails, working out how to plug
a microphone into our laptops and
then writing a flipped learning
quiz for every class? No. My
hope is that we will reflect
on whether we use our time
effectively. Hopefully, one of
the strategies above might
help you gain a few more
moments so that you have a
little more energy to be the
teacher you want to be.

Nick Murray
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LARGE
STRATEGIES FOR RETAINING

• When you implement or teach, you instantly make mistakes.
• You have to learn to correct the mistake – this
forces your brain to concentrate.
• Your brain is concentrating in a lecture or when reading
BUT it is simply an abstract concept. There are 2
reasons why you’re not going to retain the information:
• Your brain gets stuck at the first obstacle
• Your brain needs to make the mistake first hand.
• The brain must apply the concept for it to be retained.
• Your interpretation of the information varies from that of
the writer/ speaker – more often than not it is not quite
correct. You can only find out how much off the mark
you are by implementing/ teaching the concept.

AMOUNTS OF INFORMATION
Learning Pyramid

10 Strategies
The real solution to forgetfulness is Spaced-practice, little &
often, regular rehearsal – elaborate over time to allow deep
processing.
1. Self-rehearsal – recall the
learning on a regular basis.
2. Take notes – words/ diagrams/
analogies, re-read a few times.
3. Blogging – blog the learning experience/ respond
to the tutor’s comments – repeated consolidation.
4. Repetition – within the course and at the start
of every subsequent period (prior knowledge).
5. Delayed assessment – give tasks/
exercises and assess in a few days/ weeks.
Prevents reliance on short term memory.
6. Record – Donald Clark quotes ‘it is education
and training’ great act of stupidity’ not to record
talks/ lectures and presentations – gives the learner
subsequent access to the content (spaced practice).
7. Games Pedagogy - Works through repeated
attempts and failure – you only progress
as your acquired competence allows.
8. Spaced e-learning – Schedule a pattern
of online learning so students do less in one
sitting and more over a longer period of time.
9. Mobile technology – drip feed assessment
over a number of weeks after the course/ redesign
(using mobile phones/ iPad) to drip feed over the
course – push out small chunks or banks of questions
so that repetition and consolidation happens.
10. Less long holidays – More regular terms and
less holiday time – I think we’ll skip that one!!!

Graphic Orgnanisers - Visual
There are four ways to get information into your
students’ brains:
1) visual: seeing images and objects,
2) visual: reading words,
3) verbal: hearing words and
4) by touch and action.
Of the four, reading is the most problematic, so
most struggling students can be helped by using
the other inputs.

Top ten methods:
Brief description
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1

Similes and analogies

This method comes in several parts:
1. Using similes, analogies, models etc. in your teaching to link the new knowledge to things the
students already know about.
2. Getting your students to identify similarities and differences between ideas which they can
easily muddle up.
Similes and analogies can also be used as an active learning method if students create them
themselves.

2

Note-making and
summarizing

This is a process by which your students discover the big picture, the main points from their
learning. Examples:
• Doing a précis.
• Students make notes after you talk, or have watched a video.
• Making a mindmap at the end of a topic
Notes made by the learner are more effective that copied notes, books etc.

3

Reinforcing effort

Also known as Attribution Training (to what do they attribute the results of their learning?) and
creating a Growth Mindset.
Learners who attribute their performance to things they cannot change (natural ability, quality
of teaching etc.) do significantly worse that those who attribute it to their effort.
• Use language with students which recognises effort, not ability.

4

Repetition

Staged repetition: The brain needs repetitions to secure memories.
• Will you have to change the way you teach your topic to build in the staged repeats needed for
good memories?

5

Graphical methods

This means using any method other than spoken or written words. Visual methods are
especially effective. For maximum effect, students should generate their own graphics.
• Pictures, diagrams, mind-maps, graphical organiser etc.

6

Cooperative learning

This covers a wide variety of ways that students can work together. Successful methods are
usually group ways of using other evidence-based methods such as hypothesis testing, graphic
organisers etc. To get the high effect size individuals must be held accountable for their learning.

7

Goals and feedback

Setting goals and objectives helps the learner see where they are going. Providing feedback
shows them how far they are on this learning journey. Assessment for Learning (AfL) is an
example of this.
Summative assessment: a test or task which is marked by the teacher and the student
receives a numerical mark, grade etc.
Formative assessment: feedback given to a student which increases their learning.
Research shows that summative tests have an overall slight negative effect on learning and
should be used as little as possible. Formative Assessment is a highly effective learning
device which can take a huge variety of forms.
• Peer and self-assessment. Learners mark/assess themselves or other learners.
• Formative comments. Verbal or written. (e.g. “Three stars and a wish”)
• Card sorting.
• Assertive questioning

8

Hypothesis testing

A “hypothesis” is an unproven explanation, the first step to developing a “theory”. This approach
covers active learning methods where students grapple with a problem.
• Modern history: “Why did we invade Iraq?”
• Building: “Why don’t we have the bedrooms downstairs?
• Fitness: “What sort of training routine would suit someone with high blood pressure?”
• Teaching: “Why are evidence based methods not taught in PGCE courses?”

9

Activating prior
knowledge

Students need to be able to link their new learning to something they already know. We
need to assess the current level of knowledge and build on it. The old learning needs to be
“activated” by bringing it to mind. Nothing new can be learned (other than by rote) unless it is
linked to existing concrete knowledge.

10

Advance organisers

These show the student what will be covered in the session (or course) and should be referred
to during the course. This helps make the links between the detail and the big picture.
They work better if presented graphically, either with words or, preferably, pictures. Mindmapping is a variation.

Study Tips for
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Improving long-term retention and retrieval
Link new information to things you already know (“elaborative rehearsal”).
Use your own words to rephrase definitions/descriptions
Think of familiar examples – things that you can relate to # Use familiar
acronyms, acrostics, analogies, codes, musical jingles and rhymes.

Relate new information to knowledge from other courses (past or present) or to
life experiences
Relate theory to everyday practice
Think about how the information relates to the “big picture”

Retention and recall are improved when you actively participate in the creation of
your own knowledge.
Create your own summaries, study guides, diagrams, charts, etc. Ask and answer
your own questions.
Use your whole brain, not just your left hemisphere. Play around with information until
some outstanding feature suggests a memory “hook”, such as a mnemonic, picture,
pattern, rhyme, or story.
Associate words with pictures
Use your own words to describe a picture/figure/diagram
Translate a written passage into a drawing or diagram.
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